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Section A 
 

Background information 
 
The purpose of Section A is to collect information about how often, on average, a person 
has spent money on each of the 16 activities listed in the last 12 months. If a person has 
never gambled on the activity then the respondent should have ticked the category ‘Not in 
the last 12 months’. The category descriptions given for each activity are very detailed and 
may not cover all types of gambling. Therefore, at activity 17, we ask respondents to write 
in what other types of gambling they have done and provide details. It is likely that some of 
these answers will need to be backcoded to other activities or that some are not viewed as 
gambling activities and need to be deleted 
 
Section A also controls the routing through the rest of the questionnaire. Therefore the 
coding and edit instructions for Section A focus on the backcoding of other activities and 
the treatment of routing errors and consistency checks. 
 

Coding of other types of gambling entered at A1: Activity 17 (col. 
nos 1045-1046) 
 
Entry at A1 Q17 
    

Treatment 

Irish Lottery Backcode to activity 14 (Betting on any other event or 
sport), change code at activity 17 to 09. 

Raffles Delete and recode ‘not in last 12 months’ (09) 
Tombolas Delete and recode ‘not in last 12 months’ (09) 
Premium bonds Delete and recode ‘not in last 12 months’ (09) 
Buying stocks or shares Delete and recode ‘not in last 12 months’ (09) 
‘100’ club  Backcode to activity 3 (tickets for other lottery), change 

code at activity 17 to 09. 
Sweepstake Backcode to activity 16 (Private betting), change code at 

activity 17 to 09. 
‘Bonus Ball’  Backcode to activity 16 (Private betting), change code at 

activity 17 to 09. 
Anything where lottery 
specifically mentioned i.e. 
charity lottery 

Backcode to activity 3, change code at activity 17 to 09. 

Any type of betting with 
friends or others, i.e. 
betting on private golf 
matches, private wagers 
etc 

Backcode to activity 16 (Private betting), change code at 
activity 17 to 09. 

T.V. Quiz List and retain at activity 17 
 
Backcoding information given at activity 17 to other activities: 
The information and codes given at activity 17 need to be transferred to the appropriate 
category. Where there is a conflict between the code (i.e. frequency of undertaking the 
activity) given at activity 17 and the category it is being backcoded to, the code that is 
numerically lowest should be retained.  
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For example, if a respondent wrote in “Irish Lottery” at activity 17 and ticked that they 
played this once a week, this information, in full, needs to be backcoded to activity 14. The 
frequency code kept at activity 14 should be the code that is numerically lowest (i.e. the 
activity that has been done most often).  
 
All other activities should be listed and referred to the researcher. 

Routing (col. nos 1061-1063) 
 
Qn no Problem Edit 
A2 Code 2 but A3 and/or A4 answered Delete codes at A3 and/or A4 
A3  Code 2 but A4 answered Delete code at A4 
 

Other problems 

Consistency checks 
There are a number of consistency issues between Section A and Section B. These are 
highlighted below. The column numbers for the relevant questions are given in brackets. 
These checks have been built into the edit program and will show an error message, 
should they occur. 
 

• If A2 (1061) = 2 then each individual code for A1 activities 1-17 should be 09.  
If not, then A2 should be changed to = 1. 

 
• Alternatively, if A2 (1061) = 1 then at least one individual code at A1, activities 1-17 

should be in the range 01 – 08. 
If not, the A2 should be changed to = 2. Please note that if you make this change, 
you will need to look at the routing and completion of section b and c carefully. 

 
• If a respondent has stated that they have done any activities in the last 7 days at 

B2, then they should have also reported doing this activity in the last 12 months at 
A1. Items to check are: 

 
Activity 1: National Lottery 
 
If B2, activity 1 (1072) = 1 then A1, activity 1 (1013 –1014) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 2: Scratchcards 
If B2, activity 2 (1102) = 1 then A1, activity 2 (1015 –1016) should be between 01-

 08.  
 
Activity 3: Other lottery 
If B2, activity 3 (1140) = 1 then A1, activity 3 (1017 –1018) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 4: Football pools 
If B2, activity 4 (1170) = 1 then A1, activity 4 (1019 –1020) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 5: Bingo 
If B2, activity 5 (1206) = 1 then A1, activity 5 (1021 –1022) should be between 01-08. 
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Activity 6: Fruit/slot machines 
If B2, activity 6 (1248) = 1 then A1, activity 6 (1023 –1024) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 7: Virtual gaming machines 
If B2, activity 7 (1294) = 1 then A1, activity 7 (1025 –1026) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 8: Table games 
If B2, activity 8, (1310) = 1 then A1, activity 8 (1027 –1028) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 9: On-line gambling 
If B2, activity 9 (1340) = 1 then A1, activity 9 (1029 –1030) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 10: On-line betting 
If B2, activity 10, (1375) = 1 then A1, activity 10 (1031 –1032) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 11: Betting exchange 
If B2, activity 11 (1400) = 1 then A1, activity 11 (1033 –1034) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 12: Betting on horse races 
If B2, activity 12 (1421) = 1 then A1, activity 12 (1035 –1036) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 13: Betting on dog races 
If B2, activity 13 (1457) = 1 then A1, activity 13 (1037 –1038) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 14: Betting on other events 
If B2, activity 14 (1487) = 1 then A1, activity 14 (1039 –1040) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 15: Spread-betting 
If B2, activity 15 (1509) = 1 then A1, activity 15 (1041 –1042) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 16: Private betting 
If B2, activity 16 (1528) = 1 then A1, activity 16, (1043 –1045) should be between 01-08. 
 
Activity 17: Other gambling 
If B2, activity 17 (1584) = 1 then A1 activity 17,  (1046 –1047) should be between 01-08. 
 
 
Action for edit: 
If this is not the case, and a 09 code has been given at A1 instead,  a new code at A1, for 
the appropriate activity, should be created to deal with this. The coding at A1 should be 
changed to 10 “activity done in last 12 months, frequency not given”. Please note, this new 
code 10 should only be used if the respondent has said they have done the activity in the 
last 7 days at B2 but stated that they have not undertaken the activity in the last 12 
months (code 09) at A1.  
 
If there are any other inconsistencies, then tab and refer to researcher. 
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Routing between Section A, Section B and Section D 
 
If a respondent has not done any activity in the last 12 months then they should not 
answer section B or C and go straight to section D. However, there may be a few routing 
errors. The table below gives some scenarios and actions for the edit. 
 

Problem Edit 
A1, Activities 1-17 (col. nos 1013 – 
1047), all individual activity codes are 09 
(not done in last 12 months) and A2 = 2 
(not gambled in last 12 months), but 
codes have been given at Section B 
and/or Section C (i.e. respondent has 
mistakenly completed these sections) 

• Check codes at section B: 
 
If B2, activities 1-17, part a, all = 2 (activity not 
done in last 7 days) then delete all information at 
Section b and Section c.  
(Column numbers to check are if 1072, 1102, 
1140, 1170, 1206, 1248, 1294, 1310, 1340, 
1375, 1400, 1421, 1457, 1487, 1509, 1528, 
1584 all = 2). 
 
OR, 
 
If any activities at B2, part a, = 1 (activity has 
been done in last 7 days) then recode 
appropriate activity at A1 to code 10 (activity 
done in last 12 months, frequency not given), 
change code at A2 = 1 and keep all data 
entered at Section B and Section C. 
 

A1, (col. nos 1013 -1047) all codes 
missing, but A2 (1061) = 2. 

Check Section B and Section C: 
 
If Section B and/or C not completed then code 
all activities at A1 as 09. 
 
OR, 
 
If B2, activities 1-17, part a, all = 2 (activity not 
done in last 7 days) then code all activities at A1 
as 09. (Column numbers to check are if 1072, 
1102, 1140, 1170, 1206, 1248, 1294, 1310, 
1340, 1375, 1400, 1421, 1457, 1487, 1509, 
1528, 1584 all = 2),  
 
OR, 
 
If any activities at B2, part a, = 1 (activity has 
been done in last 7 days) then recode 
appropriate activity at A1 to code 10 (activity 
done in last 12 months, frequency not given), 
change code at A2 = 1 and keep all data 
entered at Section B and Section C. 
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Section B 
 

Background information 
 
At Section B, we are interested in whether the respondent has done each activity in the 
last 7 days. The number of activities and the activities descriptions are identical to Section 
A.  
 
Section B should only be completed if a person has reporting doing at least one of the 17 
activities in the last 12 months. Therefore, we expect fewer people to complete this 
section, as people who have not gambled in the last 12 months should be routed straight 
to section D. 
 
This section is much more detailed as we also want to know how or where someone has 
done the activity and whether they won or lost money. 
 

Specific rules for each activity 
 

Activity 1 (Col. Nos 1072 -  1101) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1072) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 1. If A1, activity 1 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 

Part b (1073-
1084) 

Open code  Backcode any mention of shop, petrol station, post 
office, supermarket, newsagent etc to 01. 

Part c (1087) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1088, 1089 – 1094) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1095, 1096 - 1101) 
then code 2, 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1088) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1095) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
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Activity 2 (Col. Nos 1102 -  1129) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1102) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 2. If A1, activity 2 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part b (1103-
1112) 

Open code  Backcode any mention of corner shop, post office, 
newsagent etc to 01. 
 

Part c (1115) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1116, 1117 – 1122) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1123, 1124 -1129) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1116) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code 
Part e (1123) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code  
 

Activity 3 (Col. Nos 1140 -  1169) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1140) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 3. If A1, activity 3 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part b (1141 
– 1152) 

Open code  Backcode any mention of shop, garage, petrol 
station,  post office, supermarket, newsagent etc 
to 01.  
 
Create new code, direct debit/standing order = 07. 
 

Part c (1155) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1156, 1157 – 1162) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1163, 1164 -1169) 
then code 2, 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1156) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1163) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
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Activity 4 (Col. Nos 1170 -  1205) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1140) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 4. If A1, activity 4 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1191) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1192, 1193– 1198) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1199, 1200-1205) 
then code 2, 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1192) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1199) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 

Activity 5 (Col. Nos 1207 – 1237) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1207) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 5. If A1, activity 5 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part b (1207 
– 1220) 

Open code  Backcode any mention of sports club, village hall 
etc to 03. 

Part c (1223) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1224, 1225 -1230) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1231, 1232 – 1237) 
then code 2, 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1224) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1231) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
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Activity 6 (Col. Nos 1248 -  1293) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1248) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 6. If A1, activity 6 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1279) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1280, 1281-1286) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1287,  1288 -1293) 
then code 2, 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1280) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1287) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
 

Activity 7 (Col. Nos 1294 -  1309) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1294) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 7. If A1, activity 7 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part b (1295) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1296, 1297-1302) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1303, 1304 -1309) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part c (1296) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part d (1303) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
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Activity 8 (Col. Nos 1310 -  1329) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1310) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 8. If A1, activity 8 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1315) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1316, 1317-1322) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1323, 1324 -1329) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1316) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1323) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
 

Activity 9 (Col. Nos 1340 -  1374) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1340) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 9. If A1, activity 9 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part b (1341-
1354) 

Open code Any mention of fruit machine style game or video 
slots recode to 06. 
BlackJack, recode to 03. 
Craps recode to 05. 
HiLo, recode to 03. 
Otherwise, final list. 
 

Part d (1360) Multi coded If e answered only (col. nos 1361, 1362-1367, 
1297-1302) then code 1.  
If f answered only (col. nos 1368, 1369 -1374) 
then code 2. 
If both e and f answered, code 8. 
If neither e or f answered, code 8. 
 

Part e (1361) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part f (1368) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
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Activity 10 (Col. Nos 1375 -  1399) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1357) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 10. If A1, activity 10 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part d (1385) Multi coded If e answered only (col. nos 1386, 1387-1392, 
1297-1302) then code 1.  
If f answered only (col. nos 1393, 1394 -1399) 
then code 2. 
If both e and f answered, code 8. 
If neither e or f answered, code 8. 

Part e (1386) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part f (1393) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
 

Activity 11 (Col. Nos 1400 -  1420) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1400) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 11. If A1, activity 11 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1406) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1407, 1408-1413) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1414, 1415 -1420) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1407) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1414) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
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Activity 12 (Col. Nos 1421 -  1446) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1421) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 12. If A1, activity 12 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1432) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1433, 1434-1439) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1440, 1441 -1446) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1433) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1440) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 

Activity 13 (Col. Nos 1457 -  1482) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1457) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 13. If A1, activity 13 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1457) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1469, 1470-1475) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1476, 1477-1482) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1469) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1476) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
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Activity 14 (Col. Nos 1483 -  1508) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1283) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 14. If A1, activity 14 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1494) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1495, 1496-1501) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1502, 1503-1508) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1495) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
Part e (1502) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 

Activity 15 (Col. Nos 1509 -  1527) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1509) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 15. If A1, activity 15 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1513) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1514, 1515-1520) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1521, 1522-1527) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1514) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code 
Part e (1521) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code 
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Activity 16 (Col. Nos 1528 -  1571) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1528) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 16. If A1, activity 16 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Part c (1547) Multi coded If d answered only (col. nos 1548, 1549-1554) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1555, 1562-1571) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1548) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code 
Part e (1555) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code 

Activity 17 (Col. Nos 1572 -  1609) 
 
Column Nos  Problem Edit 
Part a (1572) Missing Check part b,c d/e. If information coded at these 

parts, then code 1. 
 
If no information coded in parts b, c d/e then check 
A1, activity 17. If A1, activity 17 = 09 then code 2. 
 
Otherwise code 9. 
 

Activity 
description 
(1572-83) 

Open - coded Back code if possible (See instructions for code 
frame at Section A). If backcoding to another 
activity possible, then change code at activity 17, 
part a (1584) to 2.  
 
Check code frame to see which types of activities 
should be deleted. If possible to delete, change 
code at at activity 17, part a (1584) to 2.   
 
Otherwise retain information and list. 
 

 Part b 
(1585-1594) 

Open coded List. 

Part c (1595) Multi-code If d answered only (col. nos 1596, 1597-1602) 
then code 1.  
If e answered only (col. nos 1603, 1604-1609) 
then code 2. 
If both d and e answered, code 8. 
If neither d or e answered, code 8. 
 

Part d (1596) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
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Part e (1603) Multi coded Priority code numerically highest code. 
 

B3: consistency check 
 
If all 1072, 1102, 1140, 1170, 1206, 1248, 1294, 1310, 1340, 1375, 1400, 1421, 1457, 
1487, 1509, 1528, 1584 all = 2 then B2 cannot = 2. 
 
If this occurs, please tab and refer to researcher. 
 
If blank, key 9. 
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Section C 
 
Column Nos (question no) Problem Edit Problem Edit 
1661 (C1) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1662 (C2) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1663 (C3) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1664 (C4) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1665 (C5) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1666 (C6) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1667 (C7) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1668 (C8) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1669 (C9) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1670 (C10) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1671 (C11) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1672 (C12) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1673 (C13) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1674 (C14) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1675 (C15) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1676 (C16) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1677 (C17) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1678 (C18) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1679 (C19) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
 

Section D 
 
 
Column Nos (question no) Problem Edit Problem Edit 
1680 (D1) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1681 (D2) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1682 (D3) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1683 (D4) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1684 (D5) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1685 (D6) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1686 (D7) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1687 (D8) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1688 (D9) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1689 (D10) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1690 (D11) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1691 (D12) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1692 (D13) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
1693 (D14) Missing Code 9. Multi coded Code 8. 
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Section E 
 

Specific problems 
 
Column Nos 
(question no) 

Problem Edit 

1694 (E1) Coded 2 or 3 but E1b (1695) 
answered 

Delete codes at 1695 (E1b) 

1696 (E2a)  Coded 2 but E2b answered 
(1997-1722) 

Delete code at 1697-1722 (E2b) 

1727 (E4a) Coded 2 but answered E4b 
(1728-1755) and/or E5 (1756 – 
1757) 

Delete code at 1728-1755 (E4b) 
and/or or E5 (1756 – 1757) 

1769 (E7a) Coded 2 but answered E7b 
(1770)  

Delete code at 1770 (E7b) 

1772 (E9a) Coded 2 but answered 1773-
1774 (E9b) 

Delete answer at 1773-1774 
(E9b) 

1773-1774 (E9b) Half units given Round half units up. (i.e. if 2.5 or 
2 ½ then round to 3) 

1783 (E13) Other qualification given Any mention of BA, Bsc etc 
should be back coded to 05. 
 
Any mention of MA, Msc, PhD etc 
should be backcoded to 06. 

 

Consistency checks 
 
The following consistency checks will be contained within the edit program. 
 
1) At E3 (1723-1725) the age given should not be greater than the age given at E11 

(1776 – 1778). If this occurs, please check and code E3 (1723-1725) as 8. 
 
2) If E3 (1726) = 1(i.e. I have never gambled) then all of the following should be true: 
A1, activity 1 (1013 –1014) should be 09. 
A1, activity 2 (1015 –1016) should be 09.  
A1, activity 3 (1017 –1018) should be 09.  
A1, activity 4 1019 -1020 should be 09.  
A1, activity 5 1021 -1022 should be 09. 
A1, activity 6 1023 -1024 should be 09.  
A1, activity 7 1025 -1026 should be 09.  
A1, activity 8 1027 -1028 should be 09.  
A1, activity 9 1029 -1030 should be 09.  
A1, activity 10 1031 -1032 should be 09.  
A1, activity 11 1033 -1034 should be 09.  
A1, activity 12 1035 -1036 should be 09.  
A1, activity 13 1037 -1038 should be 09.  
A1, activity 14 1039 -1040 should be 09.  
A1, activity 15 1041 -1042 should be 09.  
A1, activity 16 1043 -1045 should be 09.  
A1, activity 17 1046 -1047 should be 09.  
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If this is not so, i.e. any code between 01-08 is given at the above questions, then E3  
(1726) should be coded as 8. 
 (I.e. they can’t say they have never gambled if they have said that they gambled in the 
last year at A1). 
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